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ABSTRACT 

Calculations of the low Earth orbit radiation environment for beyond the year 2000, 
based on the AE-8 and AP·8 trapped radiation belt models indicate that a very large 
increase in electron and proton fluxes can be predicted at that epoch. This erroneous 
result can be partially traced to an inconsistency between field model epochs used to 
compute B, L coordinates and those used in constructing the particle flux models and 
in the associated access software. The flux models employ a value of the geomagnetic 
dipole moment (AI = AId) appropriate to the late 1950's. Updating J.H within the access 
software does not fully resolve the problem since the Earth's field is shifting, bringing L 
shells to lower altitude, and it is rather recommended that flux and dose calculations be 
made using a common epoch for the flux models and the field model. Nevertheless , this 
does not account for the changes in the field which should have measurable effects on 
the low altitude environment. A coordinate system displaying improved characteristics, 
such as allowance for the field evolution and for the effect of atmospheric cut-off should 
be introduced. The important east-west asymmetries in particle fluxes at low altitude 
also need to be modelled. Ultimately, high quality flight data obtained at low altitudes 
are a prerequisite for the development of totally new radiation models appropria.te to 
the year 2000 and beyond. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Earth's internally generated magnetic field is slowly decaying and shifting. AL
though the magnitudes of the ch~nges are not large ("'" 0.1 %/yr decay, '" 2.5km/yr 
increase in offset), they can have large effects on predictions of radia.tion levels in low 
Earth orbit, where there are strong gr~dients of particle fluxes resulting from a.tmo
spheric ~bsorption. 

Geomagnetically trapped energetic particles are tied closely to field so that it is best 
to describe their morphologies in terms of locations in the field. Problems have arisen 
because, whereas geomagnetic field models are regularlyupd~ted and include field evolu
tion, the NASA models of the trapped radiation environment are static a.nd correspond 
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to mapping with respec t to a geornag:1.e ti c field epoch of L960 :Ve::e. :989. ':'.1 e ::..:.::~:: : 

empirical trapped radiation belt models are :\E8 for energetic electrons (0.04- ~ ~Ie \" : 
and AP8 for protons (0.1- 400 ~!eV ) . These are the latest in a se::es produced by \"e~i.e 

and co-v·;orkers at ~SSDC ::Sa',f,'yer and Vecce. 1976, Vette. L99r since the ear!;: i9 60· 5. 
These models provide time·averaged. integral omnidirec:ional eiec::on a.ad ~)lo:o,,- 5, 'lX

es as functions of particle e:1ergy a:-,ci the geomagne tic coordi:1ates L a:1Q E .! B", . Tie 
models are simplifications , :r'_asmucn as short-time varia: ions, c.::.lrnal -;a:ia::ons a:1 d 
flux directionality are not treated (although pitch-angle ciistributions can be obtained 
from the B-dependence ). They essentially consider the radiation belt populations to be 

frozen into the magnetic field. The geomagnetic coordinates used to organise the model 
fluxes were developed by :'rIcIlwain [1961 j. 

2. NUMERICAL :\IODELS OF THE GEO:\IAC::;ETIC FIELD 

A number of numerical models of the geomagnetic field, which describe the internal field 
and its secular variations by spherical harmonic expansions of the scalar potential V , 
where 

B = -V'V (1) 

exist in the literature, of which the principal ones are those contained in the International 
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) Series [IAGA, 1986;. The potential expansion is 

where a is the radius of a reference sphere and has a value of 6371.2 km in the IGRF 
models, corresponding to the mean Earth radius, The position of a point of interest is 
specified withr, e and ¢;, the geocentric distance, co-latitude and longitude respectively; 
g~ and h'; are the model coefficients and p,."m are associated Legendre functions. 

The IGRF models released since 1960 have had 120 spherical harmonic coefficients (to 
degree and order 10) and a further 80 (to degree and order 8) describing the secular 
variations of the corresponding main field coefficients in a linear fashion. 

From these comprehensive models, a centred dipole model can be derived by simply 
limiting the expansion to degree and order 1 (n = I,m = 0,1). Equation (2) then 
becomes: 

(3) 

Each of the terms represent the contribution to the total dipolar potential from dipoles 
aligned with the three geocentric cartesia.n a:tes. This is easily seen since the scalar 
potential due to a dipole whose strength a.nd orienta.tion are given by a moment m is 

V = m.'\r = ~(mz cos B + m= cos ifJsin e + m ll sinifJsin B) 
r ' r-

sInce 

and 
r = T sin B cos <p i + r sin B sin <p] + r cose k. 
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3. GE O.\IAGSET IC COORDI\ATES 

The B a:1d L coordin a t e system mentionec1 previo usly rras no ';,· become tb.e star-cia.re. 
method for organising charged particle data with respect to the geomagnetic field . B 
is the magnetic field strength and in an ideal dipole field L is ,he eql.latorial radius of 
the field line or its azimuthal surface of revolutio:l, the L shell. L is a constant on a 
given dipole shell and so is a convenient labelling parameter for the shell. Particles 
drift around the Earth , ... ·hile they bounce between their mirror points where the field 
is Bm. To completely describe a drift shell both Bm and L are needed . (Note the 
distinction between dipolar L shell and a mirror-bounded drift shell). In regions where 
the true geomagnetic field is a perturbed dipole arising from solely internal sources, and 
described by the field models of the previous section, L is neady a constant on a drift 
shell and so retains its utility t. For many applications the pair B, L are sufficient to 
define a location in the neld because of the field's azimuthal symmetry and the particle 
azimuthal drifts. The value of L at a point P is defined by means of a function of the 
adiabatic integral invariant I at P: 

(5) 

where the integral is evaluated along the field line between the two conjugate nurror 
points P and P', and B". is the field at the mir:oor points. I is a constant on a drift 
shell. The definition of L is then written as [AIcIlwain, 1961, Hess, 1968 ]: 

(6) 

Where AId is a constant, chosen by McIlwain to be numerically equivalent to the geo
magnetic dipole moment of epoch 1955 [Mcilwain, 1966]. When expressed in units of 
Gauss.Earth-radii3 , Ald =O.311653 and this allows L to be interpreted as a distance in 
units of Earth radii. Of course, as has already been indicated previously, this leads to 
L being identifiable as the equatorial radius of a field line in a perfect dipole of moment 

Mr/. 

Note that in this paper we use }'Id. to represent McTIwain's consta.nt value for the 
geodipole moment, while AI represents the value derived from the field model coeffi
cients (Equation (4)) which can vary with time. 

I In regions where the field is distorted or pa.rticle motions perturbed, e.g. at high altitudes or 
high latitudes, "shell splitting" [Lemaire et aI., 1990, Lyons and Williams, 1984] results - particles 
which mirror at different fields, Em, on the same line of force will not follow the same drifi shell. 
Nevertheless, a value of L computed from purely internal sources is still a valuable and comonly used 
ordering parameter at high altitudes. 
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'-"sing I and B values for ~he true field comp1.1 t eci from a. field :nodel. L is ;"O U :lG : .) :.-= 
:-lea.rl:; constant on a drift shell. JIcIlwain )961; ?rovided a. numerical recipe for f · ... <-.ici 
consisted of se~s of coefficients for a 9th order polynomial. This yielded an accu:ac:; :r. 
:he com?uta~ i on of L of better than 0.3% and in some regions oet,er ~2.an O.03S;. E;;': o r: 
:971 fOiJ.nd that the function f is :nore si:nply represented b:; the f'.l:1.ction 
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According to Hilton, the error in L is less than 0.01% for all 1. ~-ote that a l and aj are 
strictly numeric wh::~ 11, is determined by an error minimisation procedure. (Hilton 's 
paper contains a typographical error in omitting the minus sign from the (-1 / 2) exponent 
in the expression for (13)' It should be noted that the NASA trapped radiation nux 
models were constructed using McIlwain's method. 

At the geomagnetic equator, which corresponds to the position on a field-line with the 
minimum B, 1= 0, and therefore 

iVd 
B = Bo = L3' (~ ) 

By transforming orbital locations into the B / Bu. L coordinate system and accessing the 
radiation environment models throughout the orbit, predictions can be made of satellite 
radiation exposures. Most software for accessing the trapped particle models make use 
of McIlwain's algorithm for computing L and the definition of Bll in Equation (8). 

4. ESA'S UNIRAD RADIATIO~ ENVIRONMENT A:iALYSIS TOOL 

ESA uses the UNIRAD system for routine analysis of terrestrial radiation environments, 
[Daly, 1988]. The principal components of this system are: 

• an orbit generator, SAPRE 
• the SHELL G geomagnetic field program 
• geomagnetic field models 
• the TREP program for accessing environment models and providing orbital fluxes 

and average spectraj 
• models of energetic trapped particle fluxes 
• the SHIELDOSE code for computing radiation doses 

UNIRAD is itself incorporated into the ESABASE multidisciplinary spacecraft systems 
analysis framework [De Kruyf, 1988] a.s shown in Figure l. 

The orbit generator and geomagnetic field model programs provide geomagnetic B / Bu 
and L coordinates a! peints on a user defined orbit which the TREP program uses to 
access the NSSDC trapped particle models AE8 and AP8. TREP uses these positional 
flu..x data to compute fluxes as a function of orbit time and orbital-average spectra. 
Use of a geomagnetic field model requires that an appropriate epoch be defined, and 
problems arising when the field model epoch is set to times incompatible with that epoch 
used in establishing the particle models are dealt with in the next section. 
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fo: the geomagnetic cii?ole .U = .\oIj = 'J. 3116j3 Gau.s5.R~., cor:esponding w 195j. 
\'ette aZld Sawyer ~ 1986 : suggested tr,e use of B ,: B. j , L :a."her tnan B '. L · ... ·ith B.J and L 
computed using a geodipole moment consistent ',l,'it h the epoch of B computations. It 
',,' as thought that this would lead to "more reasonable" results. Kon:adi et al . '1 98i' 
and J[ cCormad: [19881 reported this suggestion · ... ·hich involves :!laking use of Eq~atio~ 
( ~ ) to compute j'yI and replacing JId in Equations (6) a:lci (8) by this JI . Figure 2 shows 
the varia:ions in .'vI for the period 1945 to 1985. 

Daly [1989] investigated this solution by running the U:'iIRAD system. for circular low 
Earth orbits at both 300 km and 500 km altitudes at an inclination of 28,5". In this 
study, B, L coordinates were generated for a large number of points on 13 consecutive 
orbits, thereby giving reasonable coverage of the low. altitude geomagnetic and radiation 
environments for subsequent orbit average flux computations. In order to be consistent 
with the method used in creating the flux models, McIlwain's algorithm was used for 
computing L. 

The IGRF geomagnetic field model of 1980 was used, and extrapolated backwards and 
forwards in time to cover the period 1960-2000. Two methods were used to compute 
Bi B,,, L coordinates: (i) retain "McIlwain's" AId in the equations for Bu and Li and (ii) 
re? lace JIri with AI. To complete the comparison, computations were also made using 
the NASA / GSFC / 1960 geomagnetic field model of Jensen and Cain [1 960 ). Some of 
the results thereby obtained by Daly [1989] are reproduced in Figures 3 and 4. 

These figures show the orbit averaged integral fluxes of protons above 100 MeV (Figure 
3) and of electrons above 2 MeV (Figure 4). \Vitrun each figure, plot (a) corresponds 
to 300 km and plot (b) to 500 km altitude. 

The cross at epoch 1960 corresponds to the result obtained with the GSFC·1960 ge· 
omagnetic field model and using AId to compute L. The curves labelled "IGRF with 
McIlwain's j'!y[", correspond to case (i) above (using i..,.Id ) while the curves labelled "IGRF-
1980" correspond to case (ii) (using ft.!). 

It can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 that the low altitude fluxes of protons and electrons 
calculated for the year 2000 increase drastically, and most dramatically, at low altitudes. 
\Vhen the actual magnetic moment 1'!y[ is used instead of McIlwain's standard value, the 
secular increase in intensity is much less dramatic. 

Equations (6) and (7) show that in case (i), since B will decay in proportion to AI, and 
I and i"I,/ are constant, to a first approximation the computed L will vary in proportion 
to M-1j:1. L will increase slightly and the steep flux gradients at low altitude lea.d to the 

observed increase in Figures 3 and 4. In case (ii), Md is replaced by AI and Equations 
(6) and (7) show that the computed L is invariant to changes in 1'y[. Therefore the 
residual varia.tion in fluxes is not related to changes in L induced by a deca.ying field. 
For the source of the residual variation we must consider higher-order terms of the 
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Figure 5, from Fraser-Smich )98i) shows the secula: ';a.riation of the projec::o" of 
t he eccentric ciipole position on the geograpnic equa~oria.l plane during ,he in:e:-;:::.l 
1600-i985 . This eccentric c: is? iacement , in the direc: ion of che :\'ort h Pacific r:",eans 
th at physical locations in :he South Atlantic anomaly region ',I.-i ll have L values in "he 
future which at previous times were at higher altitudes. containing higher panicle fiuxes. 

Particle shells are gradually dipping deeper into the atmosphere over the South Atlantic, 
apparently enhancing the South Atlantic Anomaly. Over the period 1955-1985, the offset 
of the geodipole has increased by some 70km. This is large compared to the scale height 
of particle flux variations and explains the results obtained by Daly. However, since 
the lifetimes of particles at typical LEO altitudes are only of the order of a few years, 
the "lowered" South Atl3.ntic anomaly will be diminished by the atmosphere and the 
oredicted increase will not occ.:.r. 

6. PARTICLE ~.ESPONSES 

The discussion above on the response to changes in l'rf were related to the cOG1?utation 
of the geomagnetic coordinates for a point in space and did ho t refer to chan;es in 
particle properties induced by secular field variations. 

Heckman and Lindstrom [1972] and Schulz and Paulikas [1 972 ] indicate that the secular 
variation of AI has an important effect on the stable energetic protons trapped in low 
L drift shells wi th long characteristic lifetimes (cent uries). 

The third adiabatic invariant of a particle's motion is the flux invariant: 

f 
2-:r /v[ 

<P = B.dA = -L- in a dipole. (9) 

So in a slowly decaying dipole, a particle will move to a lower L value. This secular 
inward drift is accompanied by an energy gain, a process known as betatron acceleration. 
These betatron effects are not modelled by the static radiation belt models, and are 
therefore not implicated in the results shown in Figures 3 and 4. Those figures relate 
solely to physical variations of B - L space and not to particle effects. These adiabatic 
effects are important in establishing the steady-state distribution function for inner-zone 
protons [Farley et al., 1972]. 

The changes in dipolar eccentricity discussed in the previous section also move particles 
so some effect is expected. Changes to higher order field terms will also produC'e effects 
on the particles and their locations due to the field deformations they describe. 

The above effects are expected to be largely washed out by atmospheric absorption. All 
must compete at low aititudes ('" 500km) with atmospheric absorption; particle lifetimes 
here are only of the 0rder of a few years. Particles are partially replenished by Albedo 
Neutron Decay, where cosmic rays generate neutrons in the upper atmosphere which 
subsequently decay into protons and electrons within the radiation belts. This process 
refreshes particle flu-xes in a manner independent of the field so that a steady-state is 
established and to a first approximation one can think of the environment being static. 
This leads to the conclusion that the best procedure to adopt for predicting particle 
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The geographical shift ir. the location or :::e 5011~:: A: lantic a"o:nal:; is a re:::.a.:!llng 

effect. It is not possible to predict ,he carre-:::t drifted South Atlan: ic a:wmal '; fluxes 
. , d ' , ',<;Jtn present- ay mOdelS . 

i. ALTER~ATIVE COORDI::fATE SYSTE:'lS 

The ;standard' B, L coordinate system is described by Equation 6, \Ve have already 
disc'.lssed a modification of this where AId is replaced by a contemporary magnetic 
moment lH, Hilton (1971] suggested that L = L(JI) should be calculated in this way, 

This would seem reasonable from the point of -lie"''' of retaining the invariance of L 
with changes in AI, for minimising extrapolation effects and for retaining the concept 
of L as an invariant dipolar radius. However, it does not solve the practical problems 

because of the changes to the higher-order moments of the field mentioned above (i.e. 
offset increase). A further disadvantage comes from the fact that each satellite data set 
should in principle be ordered according to a con,emporary value for lv!. This could 
cause problems when attempting to inter-compare data sets. It would then be important 
tha~ particle data be kept in their original geographic coordinate system for subsequent 
re-evaluation [Lindstrom and Heckman, 1968;. 

Roederer [1970] proposed an alternative L parameter based on Equation 9 and inversely 
proportional to a particle's flux invariant <P, This is interesting from a theoretical 
standpoint in considering betatron effects, etc. (see also Sch.ulz and Lanzerotti [19i4]), 
but it is not helpful for practical applications. 

It would be more stable and more practical in future applications (constructing new 
models, etc.) to maintain the use of a constant i'rJd , while also using contemporary field 
models for B computation. Note that it is not necessary in the definitions of Land Bu 
(Equations 6 and 8) to set .Hd numerically equivalent to the geodipole moment. The 
problem with this is that it leads to a conceptual inconsistency between the allowed 
secular variations in higher-order term while apparently fixing the geodipole moment. 

Pfitzer [1990] has recently shown that orbit-integrated particle fluxes and doses a.re well
ordered by simply plotting them as a function of atmospheric density. This is a very 
simple and efficient method but is targeted ma.inly at total integrated dose calculations, 

It has a great advantage in that it provides a. smooth variation in doses with solar 

activity (which drives atmospheric density). It does, however, mea.n employing different 

coordinate systems in different geospace regions. Lemaire et al. [1990] suggested a. 
variant on this, making use of a height parameter corresponding to the height where 
the local density is equal to the drift-shell averaged density (the "Hassitt shell height", 
H,.). A hybrid coordinate system might also be possible, if the altitude representing the 
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Ge"hn e t.he cut·o~ B 'lalue, B. . B . B , couid be :eplaceci 01': 

0 = 
B- B , , H 
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ci :a· ... ·back of "his r::igar. be the rapid va:ia:ions in particle fluxes close 'Co :ne 0 = ~. b 
th at case an ang:.lla.: coordinar.e.8 = sin- : a could be utilised so ,3=0 at. c:-.e geomagnetic 
equator and 3 = 90~ at the atmospheric cur.-orr. Such a system couk oe used a: hi gh 
altitudes as well as in LEO. 

8. THE EAST-\VEST EFFECT 

fn addition to the seLLllctr variations in the geomagnetic field , noted above, the effec ts of 
atmospheric cut-off should be taken properly into account in future modelling effo rt s. 
This problem is currently being considered by '\.Vatts ec ai. [1989] at NASA / :yrSFC (see 
also Armstrong et ai., this workshop). 

Heckman and Nakano [1963j showed that at an altitude of about 400 km in the region 
of the South Atlantic Anomaly, some 2.3 times as many ;;::-tons of ener6~' > 5i MeV 
entered their instrument from the west as from the east. The toA:l '?:tation offei~d for 
this effect is that, at this location~ the protons moving from west to east, (J £) hac 1.riei: 
guiding centres above the satellite while the protons moving from east to west, (J\\ . ) 
had their guiding centres below the satellite, in regions of higher atmospheric density. 
The east-west ratio is given by 

J r;j J \\. = exp (2Ro cos(I / H)) (10) 

where I is the dip angle of the field line , H the atmospheric density and Rv the gyrora
dius. At low altitudes, Ru for 50 MeV protons is indeed of the order of the density scale 
height (i.e. H = 50-60 km). 

Although, in existing models of trapped radiation belts this east-west effect is not p
resently included, it would be desirable to incorporate the effect in future models of the 
low altitude radiation environment. This is a topical problem beca.use future spacecra.ft, 
including the space sta.tion, will have constrained attitudes with respect to the geomag
netic field so that the anisotropy will be very apparent in on-board effects. This is in 
contrast to past missions where attitudes were highly variable and arusotropies were 
averaged-out. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has reviewed some of the problems of coordinate systems and the radiation 
environment at low" 1 tibde. It is clear that relatively little work has been done on this 
area since the early 1970's and the importance of the LEO altitude regime for future 
space programmes has stimulated recent interest. The radiation environment and effects 
community is especially lacking modern flight data on the environment and its evolution. 
The acquisition of long-term flight data with good positional, temporal, directional and 
energy resolution is seen as crucial for replacing the ageing environment models. CRRES 
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t:: e L ?ara::lete::. Altnougn u pci a ti ng : ne geodi poie :::ome::J. : .H leads to an invarian t L 
pa:ame ter . it s use wit h upda ted field models aZ1 d epochs stiilleads to a resid ual spurious 
increase because of t he increasing onset of t~e geodipole ( -.. 2.5kmi yr ) , described by 
higher order field model terms. ~evertheless , "freezing" t he field does not account fully 
fo r varia ti ons in t he ioca ~i on of feat ures such as the Sou th Atlan t ic Anomaly or include 
the effect of atmospheric cu toff. 

In generaL one should use the same proced ures in accessing the trapped particle models 
as were used in their creation since these models do not yet possess the functionality to 
acco unt for the subt le secular variations . Lindstrom and Heckman [1968] recommended 
that particle data be kept in their original geographic coordinate system for subsequent 
re-evaluation and we also believe that this is important. 

':I t is desirable ... that there be the minimum number of representations in use at any 
one time. The re-computation of L for a large body of data can be quite expensive , 
therefore the 'standard' magnetic field representation should be changed as infrequently 
as possible and only when a substantial gain in accuracy can be obtained" [McIlwain, 
1966]. \Ve believe that the time is right for the community to decide on improved 
methods. 

On the long term, a coordinate system displaying improved characteristics, such as 
allowance for the effects of field evolution and atmospheric cut-off of particle fluxes 
should be developed. tTltimately, totally new models a.re required for epochs beyond 
t he year 2000, a.nd to achieve this aim high quality contemporary flight data obtained 
at low altitudes are a prerequisite . It should be noted in this context that much of the 
data employed for the current models are themselves based on extrapolations and are 

certainly very old, 
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